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19-year old visitor dies after beingfound unconscious in Dolan dorm room
By Frank Washkuch
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Shock spread across the Fairfield
University campus last Wednesday as
word began to reach students and university officials that a visitor to the university was pronounced dead at St.
Vincent's Medical Center in Bridgeport
after spending the night in Dolan Hall.
Steven Filipelli, a 19-year old resident of Levittown N.Y., was discovered
in a room vacated by a Dolan resident at
approximately 10:30 am. When university students found him to be unconscious and not breathing, Fairfield University Security was called to the residence hall, where Filipelli received
medical attention.
He was then transported by ambulance to St. Vincent's where, after undergoing cardiac arrest, he was pronounced dead at 2:30 p.m., according to
a statement issued by the Fairfield University Office of Public Relations.
"It's a tragedy," said William
Schimpf, Vice President ofStudent Services. "It's certainly terrible. You feel
very badly whenever something like this
happens. The fact that it was a non-student doesn't matter."
Some students also began to feel sur-

Fhoto: Joshua CConnell
Dolan was the site of the tragic death of a visitor last week.

prised that such an incident could happen in their very own homes away from
home. "It happened right under
everyone's nose, giving it this sense that
itdidn'treallyhappen,"said senior Erika

Osbeck. "Everyone was surprised. We
didn't really know what to say."
In the week since news of the misfortune has reached the student body,
speculation has abounded as to the cause

ofFilipelli's untimely death. While neither the university nor the Fairfield Police Department, whose officers were
also called to Dolan Hall, have released
See "FAIRFIELD" ON P. 5

Student spends funny money
By Laura Walsh
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Halloween is a time of mischief and
make-believe andFairfield students have
no qualms about to extremes for such a
holiday.
In the wake ofHalloween, while most
students and children alike were busy
counting their candy, one Fairfield student found himselfin legal trouble after
supposedly using fake money to purchase something offcampus.
According to the Security Department, the counterfeit money was initially
manufactured by a Fairfield student as a
novelty for a Halloween costume. These
bills were then spread around to other
students, and a fake $100 bill was given
to one student, who allegedly used it to
buy something offcampus.
The case is still under investigation,
and it is not clear whether the student
intentionally meant to spend the coun-
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Around the campus

Irish Ambassador to give Stack Lecture campus center
PRESS RELEASE
His Excellency Sean O'Huiginn,
Irish Ambassador to the United States
and a key participant in Anglo-Irish relations, will speak at Fairfield University on "Ireland at the Cross-Roads," on
Monday, Nov. 13, at 7:30 p.m., in the
Regina A. Quick Center for the Arts.
Ambassador O'Huiginn is presenting the William and Mary Stack Lecture in Irish History and Culture in the
Kelly Theatre. Admission is free and
reservations may be made by calling the
box office at 203-254-4010 or toll-free
at 1-877-278-7396.
From 1991 to 1997, Ambassador
O'Huiginn headed the Anglo-Irish Division in Dublin. He was closely asso-

ciated with the negotiation of the Downing Street Declaration in 1993, the
Framework Document in 1995, the
cease-fires called by the IRA and loyalist paramilitaries and the establishment
of an inclusive talks process open to all
the parties in Northern Ireland.
From 1987 to 1990 he led the Irish
team of officials assigned to the AngloIrish Secretariat in Belfast, the primary
day-to-day channel of contact between
the two Governments on Northern Ireland.
A native of County Mayo, Ambassador O'Huiginn joined the Irish Foreign
Service in 1969 and has been Ireland's
Ambassador to the United States since
1997. His other ambassadorial assignments have been to Saudi Arabia, Denmark and Mexico.

The Mirror has changed
its extensions.
You can now reach us at the
following numbers:
Main Office: x6600
Business & Advertising: x6594
Editor in Chief: x6529
To reach us from off campus, dial the exchange
256 before the above extensions.

Ambassador O'Huiginn was educated
at St. Jarlath's College in Tuam, in
County Galway, the University College
Galway and the University of Bordeaux.
He is married with two children. His
wife, Bernadette, is a former TV presenter and an accomplished sculptor.
The William and Mary Stack Lecture
in Irish History and Culture is made possible by a gift of William M. Stack of
New Canaan, Conn., who serves on the
University's Trustees Advisory Council.
His. gift is in memory of his father who
was born in County Waterford, and honors his mother.

Hunger and
Homeless Week
hits Fairfield
Next week will be marked by a
number of events in association with
National Hunger and homeless week.
Here is a listing of those events:
Tuesday, November 14: Homeless
Sleepout on the chapel plaza—Get a
blanket and sleep outside with your
fellow students and faculty to experience, in a small way, what it means to
be homeless.
Wednesday, November 15: School of
the Americas (SOA) protest trip
departure—Students and staff will
travel to Fort Benning, GA to take part
in the annual protest against the SOA.
Thursday, Nobember 16: Oxfam Fast:
Participate in a fast in which you can
give up your SODEXHO meals for a
day. The money from the meals will
help those who are hungry.

construction
continues
By Kelly DiMario
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
One portion of the Barone Campus
Center will be completed by May, including the student offices, the bookstore, and the mailroom. Students will
not have access to the facilities, however,
until September 1,2001 when it will be
fully completed.
"We want this to be the hub and the
centerpiece of campus," says Director of
Residence Life, Jim Fitzpatrick. "We
made it much more open and added a
lot more glass and lights to show that
there are activities taking place there
even at night." In addition to increasing the size of thejpuilding, many new
improvements are being implemented.
The new bookstore will double in size
in comparison to the old bookstore, increasing from 4,000 feet to 8,000 feet. A
new snack bar and faculty dining room
will not open until November 1, 2001.
The game room with pool tables and
ping pong tables will be located in place
of the old lobby. The main entrance will
be the old mailroom entrance. Upon
entering you will see the information
desk area and the building will unfold
into an atrium-like affect.
The Mezzanine lounge will house the
new dining area, which is one of the most
crucial new aspects of the campus center. The servery and kitchen will be completely redone to allow for every student
to eat in this dining hall. The Dolan dining hall will no longer be open permitting all students to eat in the new campus center. "The new dining hall is built
to serve students in 2000, instead of the
See "RENOVATED" ON P. 5

aiDCQEpm
By Kevin Lardner
October 31
12:54 p.m. - A fake one hundred dollar bill was found in the Barone Campus
Center's main dining facility. The Fairfield Police Department
reported that a similar bill had been used off campus. A suspect has
been identified and the case is under investigation.
November 1
1:24 a.m. - A male non-student was asked by his ex-girlfriend to leave her
residence hall. After refusing to leave, the male was issued a Criminal
Trespass Warning and escorted off campus by Security.
10:30 a.m. - Security responded to a medical emergency in Dolan Hall. CPR
was initiated on an unresponsive male non-student. The individual
was transported to St. Vincent's Hospital where he was pronounced
dead. (See story on p.l)
November 3
2:46 a.m. - Assorted computer equipment was reported missing from computer
labs located in Loyola, Jogues, and the Athletic Center.
3:23 a.m. - Security stopped a vehicle going the wrong way on a one way rode
in the Townhouses. The driver, a male non-student, was uncoopera
tive and was issued a Criminal Trespass Warning.
November 4
1:30 a.m. - Suspicious activity was reported in the Townhouses. Two males
entered a Townhouse without the occupants knowledge. The male
students were identified and the case is under investigation.
November 5
1:44 a.m. - Vandalism was reported on the second floor of Campion. A sink
was ripped off the wall in the men's bathroom.
3:13 a.m. - Narcotics possession and suspected distribution led to the arrest of a
male student in the residence halls.

After school tutoring/parents' helper for academic
years, 15-20 hours per week for twin nine year old
fourth grade boys. Homework help, scheduling
activities, sports; interest in education and reliability are major assets. Driving essential. Non-smoking. $10 - $12/hour. Call Barbara at work: 203256-8700 or email resume to Barbara at
info@tgparch.com or fax to 203-255-0004.
BABYSITTER - Reliable, concientious, prompt
babysitter needed 1 or 2 afternoons/week (approximately 2-6 pm). Some weekend hours preferred,
but not required. Must provide own transportation. $10/hour. Verifiable references imperative.
203-454-0121
PHOTOGRAPHER- The Mirror needs a bunch of
pictures for every issue. Call Paul at x3425.
Want to earn extra Cash ? - Fairfield/Westport
based company is looking for students to work parttime doing office oriented work. Fun, young, flexible work environment. Make your own hours.
Possibility to earn course credits.
Call Steve at 203-222-2222 or
email so@insitesearch.com
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Last one out: hit the lights
Stags to play home basketball schedule in new Bridgeport arena in 2001
By Kristen Delaney
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
The men's and women's basketball
teams will be playing a number of games
in an off campus arena in Bridgeport next
season.
However, it is undecided whether
all of the season's games will take place
in this arena, according to Gene Doris,
director of athletics. The University has
all the numbers and is currently discussing finances and schedules. A decision
will hopefully be reached in the next few
weeks, Doris said.
The new arena will hold 9,000 spectators and is currently under construction with a target date of 2001. If financially practical, Fairfield would like to
use it permanently as a home site for

is a bit outdated," according to DayisT
Such a building or large arenawould
not be able to be built on campus, as it
would cause traffic, parking arid-neighborhood problems. Additionally, Alumni
Hall does not lend itself to renovations
easily, as there is limited area to expand
either vertically or horizontally. "Campus arenas are terrific, but you look at
the major conferences, their arenas say
what they are about," he said ofthe Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference.
Fairfield is not the first to move to
an off campus arena, but instead is following the examples of other regional
schools such as Sienna, which has
moved its arena from its rural campus to
the 15,000 seat arena in Albany, and
UConn which has moved to the Hartford
Civic Center. These schools as well as
others, Doris said, "may not be where

U
=
When you get a chance to play so close to campus
at a brand new venue, and that's going to be your
home site, its really exciting for the team and the
fans.
-Diane Nolan, women's basketball coach 9 5
basketball games, said Doris.
The new arena will present
Fairfield's athletics with a "better image.
It's [the type of] building students would
see on TV, rather than Alumni Hall which

they are today had they not moved off
campus."
In addition to lending more credibility to the basketball program, Doris feels
that the new arena will facilitate a greater

w* jpwr

Photo: Nick Ouimet
Alumni Hall's days are numbered for basketball games.

game participation from other towns.
"The arena in Bridgeport allows us to
look at ourselves as a greater community," possibly drawing spectators from
as far south as Greenwich and east as
Milford, he said.
As far as the 41-year-old Alumni Hall
is concerned, it is still undecided what
will ultimately be done with the building or what will take its place. Whatever is to be decided it must accommodate volleyball, a possibility for ice, rec-

reation and assembly space, as well as
an external makeover. "It is not the most
quaint or attractive building from the
outside ... it doesn't present our best
image during convocations and concerts," said Doris.
Fairfield's men's basketball team has
already settled a "home-and-home arrangement" with Rhode Island for the
next two seasons, according to The Connecticut Post, with Fairfield's home
See "BASKETBALL" on p. 5

Desrees.edu
Online classes and degress are a quickly growing phenomenon
By Ron Meshberg
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Computer technology has made long
distance access to a college degree easier
than ever before. As personal computers become more commonplace, distance
learning may become the key for millions of people looking at schools that
offer online degree programs.
But while some universities have
moved aggressively into this area, Fairfield is taking its time and moving
slowly.
"I don't think for the foreseeable future it'll have much impact on the basic
undergraduate, full time, traditional experience that most students aspire to,"
said Academic Vice President of Fairfield University Orin Grossman.
"I think it's a very mixed bag obviously. There are certain fields it seems
easier to cover with distance learning,
certain age groups that might do better
with it," said Grossman, the top academic official at Fairfield.
Grossman said that he thought the application might work better for the adult
learner. At this time Fairfield offers only
one online course, ^Composition and
Style, through its adult Continuing Education School.
But the director of counseling at
Fairfield's Continuing Education
School, Ms. Jan Daddona, said "Continuing Ed. is keenly aware of distance
learning and is very interested in doing
more."
The Dolan School of Business has
been more active. It has one online
graduate course called International Environmental Management and Policy,

that is offered as part of its traditional
MBA program.
In addition to that, Fairfield has created a contract with an organization
called America's Community Bankers.
Members of the organization who have
graduated from its own three-year program can enroll here at Fairfield in an
online Executive MBA program specifically designed for them.
The degree has a seven course requirement all taught by Fairfield professors, according to Cindy Chegwidden,
the Assistant Dean and Director of
Graduate Programs for the School of
Business.
"This [executive MBA] program is
good for Fairfield. We have a market,
it's targeted, we know what it is, the pro-

fessors know what they're getting into,
that sounds right to me for Fairfield,"
said Grossman.
But as far as offering more online
courses to students, Grossman said,
"[Offering] a generic 'anybody-out-there
want to take English 11' by distance
learning? I don't know, I think that's
tougher for us."
Over 300 accredited schools across
the country currently offer bachelor degree distance learning programs, according to Mark Wilson of Distance Learning Inc., which puts out a reference book
and newsletter identifying degree programs and the colleges that offer them.
"Every six months about 10 new degree programs are being offered by
schools around the country. About 70

Photo: Nick Ouimet
Students around the country are now taking classes via the computer.

percent are bachelor programs," he said.
"The market opportunities are in the undergraduate programs [because] there's
more people to go after."
Large schools like Pennsylvania State
University have been very involved with,
distance learning for years. It recently
created the Penn State World Campus.
It's website will explain to anyone interested how to enroll in its over 30 credit
programs in the undergraduate, graduate, certificate and continuing education
schools. According to the World Campus website, from January 1998, when
it was established, to May 1999 almost
800 students have enrolled for courses.
At the University of Massachusetts
at Dartmouth, their distance learning
program has been underway since 1995.
Their CyberEd website states all the
courses available and markets the distance learning programs with an in depth
presentation.
More locally, Sacred Heart University offers a full range of online undergraduate, graduate, certificate and noncredit courses. At their distance learning site called SHU/web, everything
from the course schedules and requirements to helpful tips on choosing a major have been carefully laid out.
Is the overall quality of distance-education as good as the traditional classroom can offer? "Going to college is
much more than simply the packaged
courses," Grossman said in/an interview.
"It's all [the] residential experiences and
growth experiences. There's so much
evidence that suggests that the relationship between a student and a professor
is really far more than analog experiences."
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University to clarify course objectives
By Alii Moonan
STAFF WRITER
They are becoming more and more
popular throughout the country. Colleges and universities everywhere, including Fairfield University, are adopting and applying them to their classes.
Yet, not many students have ever heard
of them.
"Student learning outcomes" are becoming part of the academic focus at universities across the nation. These learning outcomes allow students to understand exactly what they are expected to
know at the end of the course. They also
suggest evaluating students at the end of
the academic career, whether it be by a
test, portfolio or a comprehensive
Capstone course.
Every Fairfield department has been
working on learning outcomes for over
a year. But, out of the 50 juniors at Fairfield University polled, only one had
ever heard of student learning outcomes
and what they consist of.
Academic. Vice President Orin
Grossman stressed that Fairfield is at the
"beginning of the process." Grossman
stated that the faculty is exploring its
options and various methods available
to them. For example, art majors are
required to present a portfolio at the end
of their senior year, Chemistry majors
are given an exam at the culmination of
their learning, and Communication majors are enrolled in a Capstone course
that tests their knowledge throughout
their college experience.
Some majors have already begun to
apply the student learning outcome ap-

proach at Fairfield. Others are still testing the waters and exploring if the student learning outcome approach is right
for their field.
For example, the politics department
is beginning to explore student learning outcomes that would be helpful for
their students. Nothing is finalized as
of yet, but the department is working
toward applying some aspects of student
learning outcomes to their students. A
subcommittee has been formed to figure out which way would be best for
them to implement these outcomes, and
something will hopefully be in place by
the end of the academic year.
Dr. Donald Greenberg said the politics department is in the process of developing a questionnaire for their
alumni, to find out "how the major has
served them." Dr. Greenberg said that a
Capstone course or an exam would not
be sufficient in the politics major, as it
covers a wide range of topics. A questionnaire, on the other hand, will allow
professors to see "in what way it (the
politics major) has helped them (students) and in what way it is deficient,"
he said.
FUSA President Kevin Hayes said
that it is good to see many of the majors'
in the University taking initiative to develop more comprehensive courses and
other student learning outcome methods
in the classrooms and beyond. "Being a
senior, a lot of non-business majors wonder what they can do [upon graduating],"
Hayes said.
Although Fairfield University is at the
beginning of its exploration into student
learning outcomes, other universities in
the country have successfully applied

FUSA President Kevin Hayes

these outcomes in all of their majors.
Seton Hall University, a Catholic university with a population of 10,000 located in New Jersey, has already begun
to apply these methods in their classrooms. Out of 27 majors available at
Seton Hall, all have utilized student
learning outcomes in one way or another.
Capstone courses are the most popular
method, followed by questionnaires,

academic environment more effective
for all.
"It's a shift from what the student needs to what the student wants,"
Oregon State Professor Terry Wood
told their school newspaper in May.
The article also stated that through student learning outcomes, more emphasis is put on the students, instead of
the professors deciding what they
want students to hear and possibly retain from the classroom.
Student learning outcomes call for
students, at the beginning of the semester, to understand what they are
expected to know at the end of the
semester, and that puts many students at
ease.
Grossman stressed that although students may not be familiar with the term
"student learning outcome," they have
seen evidence of it in many of their core
courses. The phrase "You will be able
to..." in a syllabus reflects the attempt
of professors at Fairfield applying the

U
It's a shift from what the student needs to what
the student wants
-Oregon State Professor Terry Wood « «
standardized tests, departmental tests,
exit interviews and portfolios.
Other large public universities, such
as Oregon State University and California State University, Chico, have successfully applied student learning outcomes in their classrooms. Both students
and faculty are benefiting from this new
method of learning, and it is making the

student learning outcome method, he
said.
Seniors may also experience this experiment to a greater extent by being required to take exit exams, a Capstone
course, or by creating a portfolio before
they graduate.
"[It will be] interesting to see" how
this will work, said Hayes.

Constitutional changes could be on the way
By Alii Moonan
STAFF WRITER
A government where it is difficult to
work together. Concentrated power.
That is where the Fairfield University
Student Association, or FUSA, is today,
but a proposed new constitution may
change all of this and catapult Fairfield
University among the ranks of other university governments across the nation.
"The constitution is old, and it's outdated and it's holding back a lot of good
things that can happen because organization isn't there," said Amanda Betz
'02, Vice President of FUSA Senate.
Betz, along with a committee formed
to ratify the constitution, has developed
a new and improved document to be
voted on.
As of now, FUSA is divided into three
branches, of which one (the executive
branch) has all of the power. Senate has
none of the power, and as a result, it is
difficult for the three branches to work
together.
Under the new constitution, power
will be allocated to the three new
branches of government, the executive
branch, the legislative branch and the
programming branch "so it runs
smoother," according to Betz.
A new election code will also be written into the constitution, providing consistency-in the annual elections. "We
don't havb one set election code
for...anything," Betz said. In the present,
an election commission that is elected
yearly, runs the elections at their own discretion. With an election code in the constitution, campaigning and the election

process will be constant.
In addition to an election code being
implemented, the elections themselves
will be designed to voice the student
body more than it does now. Ten senators from each class, compared to eight,
will be elected as well as four class councilors per class. The student body will
elect 75 percent of the positions in
FUSA, whereas now half of the positions
are appointed by FUSA.
By doing this, the "student voice will
be heard more," Betz said. They will
have more of a say as to who will represent them in FUSA.
Vice-presidential candidates will run
with FUSA presidential candidates on a
ticket vote under the new constitution.
That way, the students will be allowed
to not only pick the president but also
people in other powerful positions.
There are "a lot of good ideas" in the
new constitution, said FUSA President
Kevin Hayes. Betz and her committee
are "streamlining FUSA to make it more
efficient," Hayes said.
The proposed constitution will be
voted on December 5 and, if passed, will
be implemented in the February FUSA
elections. An informational meeting will
be held on November 28 in the School
of Nursing Auditorium. All are invited
to attend to address any questions or concerns they may have.
"I feel confident [about the proposed
constitution]," said Betz. "Everyone just
sits there and complains about how much
FUSA doesn't do and how much nothing gets done at this school...no one really realizes how important this is." By
voting the new constitution into place,

students will have more of a say as to

what goes on in the school.

Practive Interviews for students
interested in Politics,
Government and Public Affairs.
Develop your interviewing
skills and discuss job search
strategies with Mr. Joe McGee,
V.P. for S.A.C.I.A. (formerly of
the Weickler Administration)
Sign-up now in the Career
Plannings Center in Dolan Hall
Room 110 for practice interviews on 11-16-00
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Renovated BCC to
reopen in September
Continued from p. 2
old dining hall which was meant to serve
students in 1966," says Fitzpatrick. "It
was originally designed to be opened
very limited hours for 1700 male students. Things have changed."
The modernized campus center
boasts several new student offices and
student meeting places that will be reserved strictly for undergraduates. There
will also be several new lounge spaces
for individual clubs and organizations.
"We have the opportunity to bring student clubs and organizations together on
campus," says Fitzpatrick. "We're not
only providing more space but we're
bringing them together."
In order to make the campus center a
livelier place, the dining hall will be open
for much later hours throughout the
week. Student use of the dining hall will
determine how long it will stay open at

night. Most likely it will close sometime between 2 and 3am. "We'll work
with the student senate to determine the
hours of the dining hall," says
Fitzpatrick. "If it looks like no one is
using it, we will close it."
Sodexho will have their contract extended and will still provide the food in
the campus center. Gilbane is the construction company in charge of the
project.
"We're going to have a very dynamic
year next year," says Fitzpatrick. "The
students will be very pleased with the
results. I'm amazed at the patience and
understanding of students and the way
they've dealt with it. We've been waiting 30 years for this new campus center
and the improvement will be great. My
only regret is that members of the class
of 2000 will not get to see the benefits."

Photo: Matthew Payne
The foundation for the new Campus Center is also well underway

Basketball bids farewell to Alumni Hall
Continued from p. 3
games being played in the Bridgeport
arena.
Dianne Nolan, the women's coach, is
excited about the new arena: "When you
get a chance to play so close to campus
at a brand new venue, and that's going
to be your home site, its really exciting
for the team and the fans."
> Some students are enthusiastic about
the new plans as well. "I completely support the move. I think it would create a
much bigger crowd," said junior Kristin
Baureis.
"I agree with the move because it
will bring in better competition for the
teanUo play against and bring more exposure to Fairfield. I think we will miss
Alumni Hall because it's been there for
so long and has a lot of sentimental
value. But, I think it's time to move on

for the basketball team," said Amy
DeLucia '02, manager of the basketball
team.
However, some students are more
skeptical about the optimistic ideas regarding increased attendance in the new
arena. "I think fewer students will go
because the arena is off campus. I know
a lot of the people go to the games because they're right here, but going to an
off campus site is a hassle," junior Steven
Acevedo said.
Doris still feels that the turn out will
be high, like it has been for the other
schools.
"An off campus locatioh^never
stopped the student body from going
anywhere if they really wanted to. It
depends on the event or the mindset of
students and whether they think its a
good event to spend time on."
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Saturday, November 11,2000, 6-9pm |
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Fairfield community
offers support
Continued from p. 1
a statement of explanation as to the official cause of death, the incident will
remain under investigation until a toxicology exam is completed in about a
month's time, according to Fairfield police Lt. Chris Lyddy.
"It's the last thing we are waiting on
for determining the cause of death,"
Lyddy said. "(Toxicology) is a part of
the normal investigative process in any
untimely death."
The university, at this point, does not
believe that the tragedy was part of any
greater revelry that may have gone on
that night, and no other individuals have
been arrested or detained by Fairfield
police as a result of the incident.
"As far as I know, all of our existing
regulations were met on that evening,"
said Schimpf. "This was an individual
act in a borrowed room."
The magnitude of the predicament
has forced the university to regroup in a
way that it has very seldom had to. All
supportive facets of the university have,
in the past week, turned their attention
to helping students affected by the calamity cope with the aspect of loss in
their lives. Counseling Services, the
Dean of Students Office and Campus
Ministry have all made themselves
available to discuss the infelicitous occurrence.
"The staffs of Counseling Services
and Campus Ministry have made themselves available and continue to be available to students whom have been affected by the death of Steven Filipelli,"
said Susan Birge, Director of Counseling Services. "Dealing with death can
be difficult and take many forms.
People's reactions and responses to loss
invariably change as time goes on. The
initial shock can convert to deep sadness and anger. Losing this young man
is truly a tragedy."
Fran Koerting, Associate Dean of

Residence Life and member of the
university's Crisis Management Team,
echoed these sentiments, saying, "We're
still focusing on any needs developed in
our student body and making sure that
the individuals have their needs met."
Campus Ministry has also made a
generous effort to help students facing
the repercussions of this disaster with
both emotional and spiritual care, including a chapel mass last Wednesday that
hosted about 200 attendees.
"What we do is in more of the spiritual realm of things," said Fr. Gregg
Grovenburg, S.J., of Campus Ministry.
"We have more of a role of providing
pastoral care, such as being there for family members and friends."
Members of the university commu-
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I think that overall, the
building has really pulled
together through some
tough times
-Karla Troessler,
DolanRHC ,5
nity, administrators and students alike,
seem to agree that Fairfield has begun to
overcome this tragedy commendably,
which, of course, has been the goal of
the various branches of Student Services.
"I think that overall, the building has
really pulled together through some
tough times," said Karla Troessler, Residence Hall Coordinator of Dolan.
"It's hard to believe that something
like that can happen here. I really feel
bad for anyone that had to deal with it,"
said freshman Eric Gallion, summarizing his reaction to the situation. "It's
funny how tragedy unites a community.
I just hope we can all get through this,
and that we'll all be better from it."
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Rock ¥ roll rumors
Students crushed when Bob Dylan concert flops
By Meghan LiVoIsi
STAFF WRITER
Many Bob Dylan fans here at Fairfield University were justifiably disappointed to learn that the legendary
prince of rock 'n' roll would not perform last weekend. Many rumors went
around about the on again, off again
concert.
Often hailed as the most important
voice of his generation, the 59-year old
Dylan did not come through as students
had hoped.
"We were hoping that Bob Dylan
would be able to perform here but unfortunately a number of factors made it
impossible," commented Kevin Hayes,
FUSA president.
"I was really looking forward to seeing Dylan perform here," remarked Senior Chuck Burke, an avid Dylan fan.
"I really enjoy his music but I've never
seen him live in concert. My friends
and I were so disappointed."
Dylan has played for notable audiences from avowed fan, Eddie Vedder,
to Pope John Paul II, for whom he performed three songs in Bologna, Italy.
His feisty lead guitar playing is

Since recovering from a
life-threatening heart infection in 1997, Dylan has
played well over 200
shows around the world,
many of which were in the
United States.
Senior Meghan Kolesk,
who saw him live in concert last summer in Albany,
New York said, "I was really disappointed when I
found out that he [Dylan]
was not coming. His concert in Albany last summer
was amazing. He played
versions of some of his
greatest hits that I had
never heard."
Although Dylan fans
did not get to see the 60s
Photo: bobbydyian.com
rock 'n' roll icon here at
Bob Dylan, talented rock legend and song writer, was rumored to perform on campus in the fall, but Fairfield, they will be happy
much to the dismay of Fairfield students, could not be booked.
to learn that he is currently
showcased during his brilliant concerts, reer with two recent albums that rank touring along the East Coast of the
United States, playing in Massachusetts
where he often performs unforgettable among his very best.
Along with his 1995 Grammy-win- this weekend and then going on to
reinterpretations of his greatest hits.
Over the past few years, the 60s folk- ning release, the critically acclaimed Rhode Island and Maine.
rock icon, who gave us such hits as
"Blowin' in the Wind" and "Mr. Tambourine Man," has revitalized his ca-

"Albert Hall" reissue, Dylan's "Time
Out of Mind" has put the singer back
on the cutting edge of rock 'n' roll.

'Uh... wrong number!'
The student directory proves to be incomplete again
By Sara Carollo
STAFF WRITER
So, you finally get the nerve to call
and ask out the girl in your history class.
You consult your new handy dandy
S.T A.G. to get her digits, dial the number, ask for her, and get the response,
"Sorry, you have the wrong number!"
This may be a more frequent problem, due to the misprinted numbers in

the Student Telephone and Address
Guide (S.T.A.G.).

Many students received their
S.T.A.G. via mail system. Upon receiving the phone books, most students
check their names to make sure that the
information printed is correct.
The guide provides names, home
and campus addresses, and home and
campus telephone numbers. Much to
their dismay, many students residing in
Loyola and Regis found their information to be incorrect.
The numbers of students residing in
the apartment complexes
were not even given in the
S.T.A.G. "A lot of my
friends live there [the
apartments] and it's very
difficult to get their numbers when they're not in the
S.T.A.G," said Catherine
Renehan '02.
This guide not only provides the student phone
numbers, but it also provides the numbers of faculty and staff, as well as the
Fairfield Yellow Pages. It
is an extremely useful"tool,
but becomes useless when
it provides incorrect information. You can call and
order a pizza with no problem, but when it comes time to invite
your buddies over to join you, you may

have some
difficulty.
Sophomore Allison
Lutz claims,
"The misprint
is a huge inconvenience
for people in
your classes
who try to get
in touch with
you for assignments and
study groups.
My
entire
floor is wrong
in
the
S.T.A.G."
It becomes
very frustrating to students
who need to
get in contact
with one another.
Adam Bransfield '03 says, "The idea
of having a phone guide is great, but it
is a shame that it is useless because of
the wrong numbers. I have given up
using it."
The S.T.A.G. is put together by Mary
Jack Reed in Academic Computing and
Fran Korting in Residence Life, who

were both
unavailable to
comment
on the incomplete
directory.
"It is
unfortunate because a
lot of students depend on
t • h e
S.T.A.G.
to get in
touch
with others. How
can it be
reliable
when
sometimes entire residence halls have incorrect phone
numbers?" Lisa Ramaccia asks in regards to the misprints.
So, next time you have to consult the
S.T.A.G. to make an important phone
call in regards to homework, weekend
plans or a date, do not be too surprised
if you are told upon dialing, "Sorry,
wrong number."
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Jack of all trades
Father Regan: been there, done that.

By Susan Keane
ASSISTANT CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR "

One of the many advantages of going to a small university is the close relationships that flourish between the students and faculty, and Fairfield University is no exception.
At a school where professors and students regularly meet outside of the classroom to talk about issues that reach far
beyond the academic arena, it is not
unique to hear of a professor who is so
dedicated to work with students. It is,
however, hard to overlook the work of
one faculty member, Father Thomas J.
Regan, S.J.
The university has recognized his
dedication also, as it was recently announced that Father Regan is now the
Associate Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences.
In addition to advising and working
with students, he will be taking on new
responsibilities. Father Regan will be
coordinating internships, as well as establishing a new alumni-mentoring
program.
Father Regan has worked at Fairfield
for 16 years; he came to Fairfield in

1980 as a Philosophy professor. He left
briefly for four years but returned to
the university. He was also the Chair
of the philosophy department, and he
is still teaching classes.
With degrees from Boston College
and Fordham University, he remains
enthusiastic about working at Fairfield.
Father considers the relationships that
he has with his students and other faculty members one of the biggest benefits of his job.
"One of my favorite aspects of this
job is working with the students," Father Regan proclaims. "I get to watch
them grow, seeing the kids entering as
freshman at 17 or 18 years old and
watching them develop and grow into
adults."
"The faculty here are the nicest and
most enjoyable people to work with,"
he continues. "I consider it great to
work with them on a day-to-day basis."
As both a professor and an advisor,
Father always makes himself readily
available to his students, which enables
him to form close relationships with
them.
"He is very approachable, and is
always available to offer students insight and guidance. As a teacher he is

Photo: Matthew Payne
Father Regan at home in his new office.

terial to everyday life."
Father Regan's popularity among the
students is made evident by the number
of alumni weddings Father performs every year. So far he has conducted over 120
alumni weddings as well as several bap-

tisms.
"He is the sort of professor who
challenges the students' minds, yet is
able to connect with them on their
level," concludes Liz Biscoti '02. "I
think that is why he is so popular.'.'

Tuiistin' the night away!
Club of the week: BRLUWOm DfMCIIlG CLUB
By Joshua O'Connell
STAFF WRITER

Looking to have a swinging good
time? The ballroom dancing club hopes
that with a few lessons any Fairfield
University student will be able to dance
their way across the floor.
An hour dedicated to dancing the
night away takes place every Wednesday at 8 PM in the Village Center. The
program operates on a two-week cycle.
The first week, an instructor comes and
teaches some new steps, and the second week students can just show up,
enjoy the music, and practice what
they've learned the week before.
The club's four leaders have taken
many lessons in the past, and are able

to assist people during the weeks that
the instructor is not there.
For those who haven't taken any
danee lessons before, the instructor always reviews what was learned before
continuing with new steps. This allows
anyone who has missed classes or is
new to the program to be able to catch
up and learn as well.
Currently, the club is teaching
swing and salsa lessons, with a heavier
lean on salsa due to the upcoming
"Noche Caliente" dance. The club presents the dances in a way that makes it
easy to follow.
Both dances are based on a simple
step, which is reviewed before each
new step is learned. The way in which
the club breaks things down into simple
steps, and then allows you to practice
these steps, aids in the overall learnPhoto: Joshua O'Connell
Alison Marshall and Michael Rubin partner up.

Photo: Joshua O

of partners; so in addition to the friendly
environment in which one learns these
ballroom dances, a person can meet a lot
of other people as well.
It is not uncommon to dance with six
or eight different people in the course of
one night. This not only makes the whole
class a social opportunity, but it also adds
many elements of interest.
To top things off, some of the better
dancers are able to compete in competitions as part of an offshoot of the club.
Some of the students who represent the
school also participate in the club, meaning there's a good chance they'll be able

to lend a few pointers for the beginners.
Want to learn new moves, meet new
people, and most of all have a good
time? The ballroom dancing club has a
lot to offer a Fairfield University student who'd like to take a break from
the tedious aspects of college life.
It is a unique social environment
constructed especially for people who
just want to have a good time with their
friends.
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This week: Robin Setal,
FU's very own bus driver
By Joshua O'Connell
1. Does being a bus driver help you
pick up girls more easily? No. I
don't pick up girls on my job. I pick
up everybody. I pick up men,
women... everybody.
2. Why does the shuttle always run
late when I am running late?
Because when you're running late, I
just left.
3. Do you get fed while driving?
Sometimes people feel sorry for me
and bring me a cup of food. If I stop
for food or to use the bathroom, they
call my boss. I go out of my house at
4 AM and don't stop working until
7:30 or 8 PM - no breaks. If I stop at
the business school to wait for
students coming out, and I'm 3 or 5
minutes late, I get in trouble.
4. If you run out of gas, do you send
a student up to town to get more
with a gas can? No. I wouldn't dare.
I respect the students.
5. Have you ever made a kid sit in
the front seat for misbehavior? I
have nobody misbehaving on my bus.
6. Could you pick me up each
morning at Dolan at exactly 9 AM?
I can pick you up at various times. I
just go around in circles. Sometimes
I'll get here at nine, other times at one
minute after nine, or two minutes after
nine. When I wait for students,
though, I can get in trouble. When I
wait at the business school, I get in

trouble. People treat us [drivers] like
we're animals. I feel like I'm an
animal with this job.
7. Have you ever thrown a kid off
the bus for making out with a girl?
No, but you know what? I've driven
for Fairfield Prep. As you know, it's
all boys. I stand up and tell them
what they should and shouldn't do. I
tell them no sexual conduct on the
bus. No kissing, no touching. I say
.this because the guys are all on top of
each other on that bus.
8. What singer would you most wish
would just stop recording music?
The Thong Man [Sisqo].
9. What kinds of hidden talents do
you have? The last thing I became is
bus driver. I am a professional artist I was a teacher of art in Jamaica. I am
a musician. I have my own reggae
band and we're working on a CD
now. I've been on tour with a couple
of guys: Heavy D, Dougie Fresh. I've
played with Jamaican superstars Third World, Dennis Brown (known
as the prince of reggae). My band is
called Fresh. I'm also a jeweler-1
make rings and chains, stuff like that.

12. If a bus leaves from Chicago
going 50 miles per hour at 1 PM,
and a second bus leaves from New
York going 75 miles per hour at
12:30 PM, how soon will you begin
to hate math for giving you that
kind of question? I'm not a mathematician. I'm a musician, jeweler,
artist, and bus driver.
13. Have you ever scared a person
when you've accidentally taken the
bus on a curb? Like this? (Takes the
bus on the curb for a second.)
I think people who drive with me get
scared sometimes. Some people think
I drive too fast. I don't drive fast. I'm
a professional driver. I used to drive
coach buses -1 did lots of driving for
the company's factories in Canada and
in Georgia. I would pick up buses
from the plant. I would take a plane
there on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday, and bring the new buses back
to serve New York. That goes for
months and months and months.

10. Have you ever driven someone
crazy? No. I just drive the bus. The
passengers, the students, drive me
crazy.

14. Let's play the pyramid: Bob
Marley, Beenie Man, Shaggy... Oh,
that's Reggae Musicians. DING!

11. What do you do on the weekends? I go to the studio to work on

15. What radio station do you listen
to most while driving our lazy butts

Cheers
to dancing at the blue light... to
brothers' weekend... to busting up an
almost hook-up, sorry... to beefy...
to knowing the truth, finally... to the
donut that got us to Rhode Isand... to
good friends... to food and wine at
Capriccio's... to cute waiters in tuxedos... to being in the black after
Foxwoods... to G-thanks for a great
weekend... to J.B's hook-up... to
"Who let the Bart out?"... to not wanting the patient to die... to still not being over the 'morphine incident'...
to to the dinner party at Diane's... to
"but I ride the horses"... to the 'Case
of the X'... to to Murphy and
Checker... to finally get the food in
the room... to getting the cord... to
beer pong in Jogues... to shots... to
high kicks... to sloop... to pepe and
poncho in NYC... to falling down the
stairs... to bouncing balls... to tied
grapes... to Halloween... to underwear
around your knees... to kissing your
buss... to Mad Dog... to the Australians... to Benny... to the Greek Godto not hooking up with the jerk... to

my CD, which is coming out soon. I
want everyone on campus to buy my
CD. WVOF will be playing it, too.

around? WVOF. That's the only
station I listen to. Oh, and 89.5.
WVOF has the Rasta radio program.
I'm a Rastafarian, definitely.
16. Can you make sure the heat on
the buses are working prior to the
first snow fall? Sure. I have to, y
because even when I have the heat on
people tell me it's too hot in here.
Remember, Jamaica is very hot.
17. Would you have voted for
Hillary Clinton if you lived in New
York? That's a hard one. I don't
know... maybe, maybe not. I love Bill
Clinton though. I wish.he could run
again. Bill Clinton is really cool. He
smoked weed. But he didn't inhale.
(Laughs) That's right - he didn't
inhale.
18. Are the buses equipped with
airbags for both the driver and the
students (I care for my safety, you
know)? Buses weren't made to crash
- they can't crash. Well, at least... the
bus we're on now can't crash. I'm a
professional driver, so it can't crash.
19. Did you buy me a Christmas gift
yet? No, but I will soon.
20. Do you wish I had asked you at
least 30 questions? I wish you had
asked me 100.

Boos
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desses... to Charlie's Angels... to the
dollar in the Grape... to free drinks... to
porn stars... to bandaids on tee-shirts...
to dancin' on the table... to hooking up
with Murph... to raming on the jukebox... to the CPT... to Lukus...to the dude
to the immigrant... to wiping out...
tobreakfast... to late night popcorn... to
being a girl... to thinking your one of
us... to knowing everything... to the superior sex... to BABY HOLMES... to
save the chickens... to having cheese...
to personal days... to the goddess of
BeeJay's... to the Maze... to seven and
sevens... to the infamous fall down the
path... to biker chicks on Halloween...
to parties at the Shocker... to fun secret
crushes...to all my homies in MA

to guys that LIE and try to get away with
it... to that blond chick... to having no
money... to having to babysit... to
sketchy staulker dorks aka Greg and
Don... to all Radio Shack employees...
to the keg being tapped.... to waking up
before noon on a Sunday... to the elevator being broken... to rumors... to the
redheaded hippie!!... to putting it on the
table... to thrown up twizzlers... to
bruises on the pressed ham... to gravity... to dirty sheets... to the talker... to
the rager... to being immature... to glitter in the house... to sketchy Saturday
late night party... to burn on your forehead... to wanting two pieces of gum...
to keeping me up late... to passing out...
to slim shady... to face off... to Reef's...
to Bad News... to nothing good... to always being constipated... to calling
downstairs... to nothing happened... to
trying to redeem yourself... to the y
chromosome... to you...you know who
you are... to not knowing what you are
missing... to FBA... to the runs... to the
lost puppy dog... to freshmen hookups... to wanna-bes... to shady guys...

to calling me annoying- thanks... to
too much work and not enough time...
to everyone going home this weekend... to being denied- again... to
pretty boys- you're not that pretty...
to no hot water... to cheaters... to feeling fat... to Registration... to the waiter
the other night... to seeing your X
boyfriend hooking up with some
chick... to fake blonds...to mean
girls... to being jealous of on-screen
romances... to the Growing Pains
movie- it sucked... to people spilling
beer on your pants... to when you can't
figure out what cartoon that guy
looked like... to the elite., to still not
getting the right guy... to working...
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NSIDE:
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Jermaine Clark and the
men's team add some
new faces and look to
outplay their No, 6
preseason ranking

I WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Preseason player of
year Gail Strumpf and
the women's team
ranked No. 1 by
MAAC coaches

Life after Phillip
ByElhanFry
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
withMatthewThompsijn
SPORTS EDITOR
With Darren Phillip, last year's
nation's leading rebounder and
Fairfield's pride and joy playing ball in
Spain this season, the MAAC coaches
picked the Stags to finish sixth in the
conference this year.
The Stags were ranked No. 6 in the
MAAC preseason poll despite finishing
third in the conference last year and coming within four points ofa trip to the tournament championship game. Ionawas
named the number one team with 93
points. Niagra was a close second with
91. The Stags 56 points put them in
sixth
Two Fairfield players were elected to
the Preseason AU-MAAC Third Team:
junior Jermaine Clark and sophomore
Jeremy. Clark is the Stags'top returning scorer, averaging 12.1 points per
game last season. He also led the team
with 95 assists and 35 steals. Logan averaged 10.4 points per game and three
rebounds per game.
To fill the large gap in the middle left
by the graduation of Phillip, the Stags
brought in 6-footr9 center Rob Thomson
and junior college transfer Dan
Galvanoni. The Stags will have their
work cut out for them if they hope to
match Phillip's 14 rebounds and 15.9
points per game.
Despite the No. 6 ranking, coach Tim
OToole says the team brought back a
lot of talent from last year's squad and
hopes to improve on last season's 11-7
MAAC record.
"In theory, if we keep improving, we
should be as good as any other team in
the league," OToole told the Connecticut Post last week, "We return a bunch
of starters, which is something not a lot
of people can say. And we learned to
win in the conference. That's a good
place to build from."
OToole has once again booked a
very competitive out of conference
schedule including teams from seven
different conferences including the

Stags ranked No. 6 in the
MAAC; face Villanova in
preseason NIT next week

Big East, Conference USA, the Atlantic 10, the Mid-American, the
Northeast, the Colonial Athletic
and the MAAC.
The team will start off its season at
Villanova University on Tuesday, November 14 in the Preseason NTT. In addition to the Preseason NIT, the Stags
will also participate in the Carrier Classic on December land2where they will
join Akron, Syracuse, and Virginia Tech
who are also playing in the tournament.
Fairfield will start their MAAC campaign at home against defending MAAC
champions Iona on December 6. The
No. 1 ranked Gaels ended Fairfield's
1999-2000 season with a 76-72 win over
the Stags in last year's MAAC tournament
After facing the coaches' choice for
first place in the MAAC, Fairfield will
face the coaches' choice for last place
four days later, with a trip to Loyola
College. Aside from the rest of the
MAAC program, Fairfield's biggest
non-conference opponents of the season will undoubtedly be the University of Connecticut Huskies. The Stags
will travel to face their in-state rivals
on December 22.
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Stags sophomore Jeremy Logan was named to the PreseasonAH-MAAC
Third Team along with teammate Jermaine Clark.

Men's Hoops 2000-01 Schedule
November 1 i at Villanova University (Pre-Se ason
NIT) 7:30 PM
NoVember IS at University of Rhode Island " MO
IWI
December 1 at Carrier Classic
Fairfield vs. Virginia Tech 6:00 PM
Syracuse vs. Akron 8:00 PM
1 )ecember 2 at Carrier Classic
Consolation Game 6:00 PM
Championship Game8:00 PM
December 6 Iona College 7:00 PM
December 10 at Loyola College 4:00 PM
December 12 at St. Francis I frtiversity < \.Y.) 7:00
PM
1 )ecemlx?r 11 at 1 Iniversity of Connecticut 7: 30 PM
December 28 at Northern Illinois University
8:05 IWI (EST)
December 30 at De Paul University 2:00 PM

January 3 Niagara University 7:00 PM
January 5 at Iona College 7:30 PM
January 10 at Niagara University 7:00 PM
January 12 Rider University .7:00 PM
January IS Marist College (at Pepsi Arena) 4:30 PM
January 20 George Mason University 5:00 PM
January 22 at Manhattan College 7:00 PM
January 28 at Siena College 1:00 PM
January 30 Manhattan College 7:00 PM
February 2 at Canisius College 7:00 PM
February 4 at Marist College Cat Madison "Square
Garden) 2:00 PM
February 10 St. Peter's College 5:00 PM
February 12 Canisius Colk
00 PM
February 16 Siena College 7:00 PM
February 18 at Rider University 1:00 I'M
February H at St. Peter's College 7:30 I'M
Februan 25 Loyola College5:00 PM

Ready to rumble
HyMatthew'Ihompson
SPORTS EDITOR
With a trio of seniors leading the way,
the Fair-field women's basketball team
has been selected the preseason No. 1
team in the MAAC. The Stags have
grown accustom to playing the underdog to the St. Peters' Peacocks over the
last few seasons, but this year's Stags
return five starters audits top seven scorers and are overwhelming favorites to
take the MAAC title.
Fairfield was voted into the top spot,
receiving 98-points from the MAAC
coaches who selected the preseason
standings last week at Madison Square
Garden. Siena followed with 82 points
and defending toumamentchampions St
Peters was voted third with 80 points.
Coach Dianne Nolan said it's exciting to start a season with a group ofplayers who were so successful last season
and have only gotten better. Senior center Gail Strumpfagrees withher coach,
saying that with so much talent returning fromlastyear's 25-8 squad, the Stags
are excited to dive into the upcoming
season.
"I think we will do really well this
year. We have all last year's juniors
back, and its just exciting to see all our
potential," Strumpf said. "A lot of
people, especially last year's freshmen
came back so much better then last year.
I don't think there's a reason for us not
to go undefeated in the MAAC. We're
going to take every game as it comes,
but with our potential, we should win
every game."
Strumpf said that it's nice to be number one, but the ranking doesn't matter
to the team. She said that last year's 258 record and their strong MAAC play
makes them a target regardless oftheir
preseason ranking.
"It really doesn't make a difference
to me," Strumpf said. " It means we
have to workalot harder, but every team
is going to come out wanting to kill us
anyway."
Coming as no surprise, the 6-foot-4
Strumpf was voted the MAAC preseason
player of the year. Able to both outpower and out-finesse opponents,
Strumpf averaged 19.5 points agame last
year with a MAAC leading 11.5 rebounds and 2.1 blocks per game. Nolan
said that takinginto account all the things
that Strumpfdoes on the court, you simply can't describe how valuable she is

Lady Stags ranked No. 1
by MAAC coaches;
Strumpf named preseason
player oftheyear

photo: Sports Info
Seniorthree-pointshooterHolli Tapley averaged 133 points per game last
season.
to the team.
The Stags also return senior guard
"She's so impressive in the low post, Holli Tapley and forward Allison
withher rebounding, scoring and on de- Thorne. Tapley was named to the Prefense," Nolan said. "She's such a pres- season All-MAAC second team and
ence on the floor."
brings 13.2-points a game and excellent

three-point shooting to the floor for the
Stags. Nolan said that Tapley dropped
eight three pointers on Quinnipiac this
preseason already. Thorne, the second
tallest player on the Stags, stands at 6foot-3 and her size has allowed her to
work both the center and forward spots
for the team.
Also named to the Preseason AllMAAC second team was sophomore
Schrene Isadora. The 5-foot-ll Isadora
played both guard and forward for last
year's team and was named the 19992000 Co-Rookie of the year.
The team got a scare when early this
preseason Strumpfneeded another surgery on her knee. The center needed
post-season surgery last year to repair a
torn meniscus (a cartilage disk in the
knee, acting as a shock absorber) in her
knee after taking spill in the MAAC
Tournament. When the pain returned
this year, the team feared she had
reinjured the cartilage disk.
"At first we though I reinjured my
meniscus" Strumpf said. "Theywentin
right away and found that it wasn't as
bad as they thought."
The doctors found and removed a
piece of cartilage behind the kneecap that
was causing the pain. Strumpfstarted
rehab the day after her surgery andNolan
says that she's well onher way to be back
at 100%. She said that Strumpfwill sit
out in the team's exhibition games, but
should be ready to go by the season
opener.
"I'm getting better," Strumpf said.
"I'll definitely be back for the first
game."
The team finished last season with the
MAAC regular season title and went into
the MAACTournament with highhopes
oftaking home the tournament crown
and winning an automatic NCAATournamentbid. Standing in their way was
familiar foe St. Peter's, who beat the
Stags in the finals and erased all hope of
a March Madness appearance. The
Stags' record was good enough to earn
them a spot in the women's NIT, but
Strumpfsaid the team has not forgotten
the loss to the Peacocks.
"That game will always be in the back
of our minds. We beat them by a considerable amount a couple days before
the loss," Strumpf said. "This season,
we'll come out every game looking to
beat up on our opponents. We're going
to dominate."

Women s HOODS 2000-01 Schedule
/ember 1 \ New York Gazelles (Exhibition) 8 PM
vember 17 at Holy Cross 7:00 PM
••ember 19 University of California-Berkeley 2:00
rembej* 21 Villanova University 7:00 PM
vember 2 i Warner's Classic (Fairfield, Conn.)
St. Francis vs. Wisconsin-Green Bay 5:00 PM
Lafayette Colleg<
airfield 7:00 PM
vember 25 Warner's Classic (Fairfield, Conn, >
isolation Game 2:00 PM
Championship Gamt,
\M
:ember 2 Harvan
K3 PM
:ember i at Providence College 7:00 PM
lecember*7 at iona College ~:00 PM
December 10 Loyola College 2:00 PM
December 22 at I niversitv of Miami ~~M0 P?'

December 30 at Boston College 7:00 PM
lanuary 2 at Rider University ~:<H) PM
fanuary 7 Canisius College 2:00 PM
January 9 Niagara University 7:00 PM
lanuary 16 Siena College 7:00 PM
lanuary 2J at Loyola College 3:00 PM
lanuary 23 Manhattan College 7:00 PM
fanuary 26 at St. Peter's College 7:30 PM
fanuary 2<S at Marist College Noon
February 2 at Siena College 7:00 PM
February 4 Iona College 2:00 PM
February 7 at Manhattan Colle
0 P.\
February 10 Marist College
PM
February 16 at Canisius College $:30 PM
February 18 at Niagara University Noon
February 22 Rider I niversitv 7:00 PM

L HOCKEY
As cool as ice

With a solid crop of underclassmen, the Stags looks to put lastyear's woes
behind them and attack the 2000-01 season...

By Colin Davis
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
The Fairfield men's hockey team is
looking to forget last season's 3-28-2
campaign. Their roster is laden with
talented youth, including many
sophomores and freshman, who will
see key time and gain experience to
use in seasons to come.
The biggest change for the Stags this
year are the new faces behind the goalie
masks. Three freshmen share the duty
of manning the cage for the Stags this
season. The season has started out much
better than last year, as the Stags have
gained their first victory already.
The team has started out the season
1^4. In the Q-cup, the Stags lost their
opener, a semi-final match-up with Air
Force, 5-2. They managed to rebound
the very next day to top Bentley by a
score of 4-0, led by Rae Metz's goal
and two assists. Freshman goalkeeper
Greg Norcross nailed down his first
collegiate victory, and posted his first
career shutout.
The Stags dropped their next four
contests. American shutout the Stags
3-0, then the Stags had a rough stretch
ofthree games in three days. They lost
to the United States Developmental
National Team, in an exhibition, 6-3.
Over the next two days, the Stags
were swept by Wayne State, losing the
first game, 8-3, but then rebounding to
give them a run for their money the
next night before falling 6-5 in
overtime.
One thing that has to be encouraging for the Stags is that 10 of the 11
players who have scored points in the
2000-01 campaign have been sophomores and freshman. The stags have a
good core offorwards who have
produced points, including sophomores Rae Metz (three goals, five
assists, eight points), Dan Cotter (three
goals, one assist, four points) and
freshman RyanTormey (four goals).
The defensive core appears to be
solid behind defenseman Steve
Calderara (two goals, two assists), and
the group ofBrendan Foley, Bernie
Gately Pat Lemme, Jonathan Wyson,
Peter Hams, and other heavy hitters.

Photoc Sports Info
Senior Tim Viens and the Stags will looktoimproveonlastseason's3-28-3 record.
The biggest surprise so far has been
the play ofthe freshman trio of
goalies. Bill Whitfield has played one
game and posted a 2.03 Goals against
average in his loss. Greg Norcross

posted a shutout victory and a 4.00
GAA in two games. Craig
Schnappinger has some difficulty in
his two losses, but also showed flashes
ofbrilliance. With this three under-

classmen in the net, the Stags appear to
be all set in net for the next three or
four years.

Men's hockey schedule through December
November 10 at Connecticut 7:00
November 11 Alumni Game 12:15
November 11 Quinnipiac 8:00
November 19 Quinnipiac 1:30
November 21 at Army7:00

November 29 at Iona 7:30
December 1 at Bentley 7:00
December 2 Sacred Heart 8:00
December 5 Connecticut 7:00
December 8 at Sacred Heart 7:00
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Finally found what they're looking for
U2 's new album has a whole new feeling

The Edge (left) and Bono (right) look satisfied in an album picture.

Matthew Bradley
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Band: U2
Album: "All
That You
Can't Leave
Behind"
Grade: A
"All that You Can't Leave Behind":
After all, isn't that what the power of music promises to deliver? A song, a verse,
even a numbing guitar solo that lingers
inside you, thrashing apart your reality
and forcing you to feel something new.
U2 has arrived again, with their 10th studio album, to reinforce their claim to the
public, who seemed to have forgotten
that rock 'n' roll is alive and well.
This time around Bono (vocals), Edge
(guitar), Adam Clayton (bass) and Larry
Mullen Jr. (drums) set their sights on
emphasizing what they do best: writing
powerfully imaginative songs.
Let it be known that this album is not
a return to the basics: the heart-on-your
sleeve optimism that initially powered
this quartet from the decay of a 1970's
drab Dublin rock scene to one of the most
powerful bands in the world. Rather,
"All That" is a clever step forward, free
from the often times suffocating trappings of electronic music.
The songs, driven by a sense of

melody that they themselves have never
accomplished before, seem to strip
down the bonds of artistic creativity to
reveal that what's underneath is just as
complex and important as the irony under which it hides.
So, what can't be left behind? A
"Beautiful Day" for starters. It is one
of the most distinguishing first tracks
that the band has ever recorded. It is
the Edge at his creative best, threading
a guitar riff so quintessentially U2 that
it seems they are stealing from themselves.
Bono's joyful lyrics invoke a sense
of swallowing life, remembering not to
choke on the bone, with his simple plea
to "take me to that special place, teach
me cause I know I'm not a hopeless
case."
TJ2, and especially the band's front
man in-house loudmouth Bono, make
no reservation that they are the band of
old. They are not in their twenties anymore, and nowhere is this more evident
than in the voice of Vox.
"All That" is not the Bono Vox that
most people associate with U2, the
piercing vocals that catapulted the band
to the highest of heights in 1987 with
their Grammy-winning album of longing and faith in "The Joshua Tree."
In fact, Bono kids with this fact in
the song "Elevation" when he states so
honestly that "I can't sing but I've got
soul." His voice may have lost some
of the youthful spark that brought U2
to where the band is now, but his voice
is as passionate, honest and full of the
spirit of rock and roll as ever.
With "All That," U2 has taken 11
tracks as varying in rhythm as they are
in melody, packed them tightly into a
suitcase and headed for number one.
Songs like "Struck in a Moment that
You Can't Get Out of," which is as soul-

Photo: Inter scope records

ful as these four middle-aged men can get,
tomatoes from the critics and their
and "Walk On," which is perhaps the most
fans for their highly misunderstood
inventive ballad the band has ever writ1997 release "Pop". Still U2 have
ten, prove that U2 is not about playing it
landed on their feet again, as they alsafe.
ways do, standing tall as veteran muThey have no illusions of riding on
sicians who know what it means to
the coattails of their success, too afraid to
make us feel something relevant.
put themselves in the crossfire. In "Wild
"All That You Can't Leave BeHoney," the band lets its proverbial hair
hind" proves this over and over again.
down as it unplugs the instruments and simply swims in the
memory pools
of long ago love.
Just as the
gospel-fevered
"Peace
on
Earth" or the
tempting and
exotic musical
landscape
painted
for
"New York"
seem to show a
more experimental side to
the album, songs
such as "Kite,"
"In a Little
Larry Mullen, Jr. looks pensive in album picture.
While"
and
"When I look at
the World" come oozing through the It hangs around inside you long after the
speakers. You feel better again, until final notes have been hit, after the last
"Grace," the album's completion, which of Bono's vocals have faded out, after
appears so ethereally out of nowhere. It the final bass line is played and the last
may not be the band's greatest closing symbol struck. It lingers like an aftersong, the like of which is an unparalleled taste in your mouth that you never imag"40" off the "War" album, but it is defi- ined could taste so sweet, and it leaves
nitely the most bizarre and perhaps chal- you wishing that it could stay with you
forever.
lenging.
TJ2 has battled through the 90s, with
their most accomplished work to date in
the jokingly satirical album "Achtung
Baby". They have taken the shelling of
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Bagger Vance, half in the 'bag'
Redford's film lacks the integrity of its novel
By Sean Hayes
STAFF WRITER

Film: The Legend of
Bagger Vance
Starring: Matt
Damon, Will Smith,
Charlize Theron
Director: Robert
Redford
Grade: BCan anyone imagine what would
happen if movie studio heads ran publishing corporations? The family in
"Angela's Ashes" would win the lottery, Holden Caulfield would find a
girlfriend, and Hamlet would not
speak in such confusing prose.
In the wake of last year's best picture, "American Beauty," a movie that
by all standards stood up against standard Hollywood cliches, it's amazing
that this industry still feels the need to
build plots to fill seats.
"The Legend of Bagger Vance," the
book, is a golf love letter crossed with
an existential guide to life. The movie,
however, brings down the intelligence
level of the book to a user-friendly
mode. Rather then golf told by
Siddhartha, the movie includes new
scenes that seem penned by even the
lamest screenwriting hack.
Matt Damon stars as Rannulph
Junah, golfing master and an individual deeply troubled by his World
War I experience. Will Smith stars as
Bagger, his mystical and magical
caddy. Charlize Theron stars as Adele
(a role not in the book), the romantic
interest who organizes a golf match
between Bobby Jones (Joel Gretsch)
and Walter Hagen (Bruce McGill).

Since the town elders want a Savannah resident to play, Junah is approached. After Damon pretends to be
troubled about this choice for about
twenty seconds, he agrees to play. The
trouble is, he's lost his swing.
Enter Bagger Vance, golf mystic,
wise sage and all around Christ figure.
Speaking from the Billy Bob Thornton
linguistic guide ("swang." "yessa suh,"
etc.). Smith spouts all sorts of little oneliners to prove his wisdom and likability. The consummate comedic/action
star is extremely enjoyable in the role,
and it's easy to overlook that he does
not do that well with a "drama" role.
The 72-hole match starts with Junah
playing his worst. Along the way,
Junah will confront his tortured past,
his love for Adele, and of course, his
golf game. The beauty of the book was
its ability to use golf as a metaphor for
all of life's problems.
It's a shame the movie does not do
that. Instead of having the evolution
of the entire story, with the exception
of the bookend narration, take place on
the golf course (like the book), a good
60 percent of the movie is off the
course. That time is spent showing
Theron getting very angry about
Damon's running away from Savannah
after the war. This story is completely
new, and completely annoying.
Theron plays the sexy woman in
charge role to the hilt; she's full on Ally
McBeal. When Damon asks why she
liked him so much, she replies, "I liked
the way we danced." At this point in
the love story, anyone who's read the
book will wonder why it's there, and
everyone else will wonder who actually says garbage like that.
The director, Robert Redford, could
have any film or screenplay greenlighted, so it just doesn't make sense
that he would consider this romantic
relationship important to the film.
Redford is a director obsessed with
men and the things they do to represent their masculinity ("The
Natural":baseball, "The Horse
Whisperer": sagely animal care), and
what better game than golf to represent

a man's struggle against the world?
There are no teammates, no way to
stop your opponent; it's just you and
the course.
Smith and Damon exert great
chemistry, and their moments together are truly great. They are ac-

out falling asleep. The musical score
highlights these moments, and it is easily the best score for a film this year.
Credit must be given for holding
onto the book's original ending. What
happens to Junah on the final hole is
one of golf's mysteries, a heartbreaker
that sets up the main
theme of this story and
the game.
Which brings this critique back to the role of
Adele. The book uses
golf as a metaphor for
being alone in life, for
having lost love or hope.
The movie uses Adele as
the love interest, so the
crowds are not completely comprised of
men. Yet the story compromises the movie.
But this is still a good
movie.
Redford's
widescreen shots are
gorgeous, Damon and
Smith are enjoyable, the
golfing is believable, and
the moments when the
film click easily make up
for the moments when it
does not. However, this
should have been a great
movie. Robert Redford
directing
a bestseller
www.reellife.com
Smith and Damon having a serious talk.
about the most fascinating and confusing of all
tually more enjoyable than the book
sports?
because the movie makes Bagger's
It sounded like a good idea, but the
wisdom easy to understand. The
movie does not quite reach the level it
book was a bit confusing at points,
should have. As the end of the year
and I would say that tweaking these
approaches, it's becoming uncertain
parts was probably a good idea. It's
whether this year will hold as many
a good idea because the main ideas
gems as last year.
and themes remain.
If films continue to hinder their own
There are times when these
integrity by including plot lines that
themes, the performances, the direcshould not be there and are merely there
tion and the movie in general click
to appease a demographic, then film is
and the story takes off. At several
in trouble. Is this about money or qualpoints, as Bagger advises Junah on
ity? To paraphrase Bagger again, the
a shot, the movie begins to obtain a
filmmaking community needs to decide
flow that is a lot like being in the
what game they are playing.
sporting zone. To paraphrase Bagger, the movie stops thinking with-

Fashion through the years
Teri Agins is 'queen of style' in her book

By Jeanne Claus
STAFF WRITER
Fashion today is a glamorous and
unique style that no two people share.
It is something that is different for everyone. Fashion happens to be a relevant and powerful force in our lives.
At every level of society, people care
greatly about the way they look and
how people view them. This has been
true since the beginning of time, that
all people from all different walks of
life make the effort to dress in style.
Teri Agins illustrates in her new
book "The End of Fashion" every aspect of the industry. Beginning with
the couture shops of Paris to the famous powerhouse designers of today.
You will read about the rivalry between Ralph Lauren and Tommy

Hilfiger and why Donna
Karan fights with financiers.
For the first time there is a
hard-hitting objective look at
the fundamental changes in
the fashion industry.
Fashion trends of today
are a part of our culture. You
read about them in magazines, what's in and what's
out, what was last season and
what you must have for winter 2000-2001. You watch it
on television when you see
Naomi strutting her stuff on
the runway for a fashion
show. Agins believes that "a
clothing style becomes fashionable when enough people
accept it at any given time.
And conversely, fashions go
out of style when people quit

THE END
FASHION
How
Marketing
Changed
the (lotfang
Business
Forever

.1

■Agins has a gift for
bringing the business
of fashion to life. . . .
It may indeed be the
end of fashion, but
Agins makes it in
entertaining ride."
—Newsweek
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Cover of Agins's new book.

wearing them." Every few years
when the style of clothing changes,
women and men both, are compelled
to go shopping for new wardrobes to
stay in style.
However, in recent years there
have been a number of circumstances
that have caused a revolutionary shift
that has reversed the roles. The
power now belongs to us, the consumers, who decide what we want to
wear, when we buy it, and how much
we pay for it. There have been new
mega trends that have sent fashion in
a new direction.
By the end of the 1980s, people
stopped dressing up. "Most Americans were wearing jeans, loose knit
tops and Nike shoes, which became
the acceptable standard of everyday
dress," according to Agins. Before
See "Available" p. 15
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A lesson in politics
'The Best Man' is a revival of civility
By Kate Mullaney
A&E ASSISTANT EDITOR

Play:
"The Best Man "
Starring: Charles
Burning, Spalding
Gray, Chris Noth
Director:
Ethan McSweeny
Playing at:
Virginia Theatre
245 W. 52nd St.
(212)-239-6200
thru Dec 31st
Grade: B
Gore Vidal's play, "The Best
Man" dreams of a time, imaginary or
not, when there was honor in politics.
The play originally opened on
Broadway in 1960, a few months before John Kennedy entered office. In
this revival not a single word has been
changed, but it rings eerily true to our
modern day political experiences.
It is set during the 1960 Democratic convention in Philadelphia, a
time when the candidate was actually
selected during the convention rather
than the convention being an
informercial for the pre-selected candidate. There are two leading contenders. Secretary of State William
Russell, a womanizer with honest liberal principles, is played by the great
monologist Spalding Gray. Senator

Joe Cantwell, a self-made, morally impeccable but "McCarthyesque" character, is played by Chris Noth, Mr. Big
of "Sex and the City."
Depending on what side you came
down on in the Clinton impeachment,
either man could be seen as the villain. There is also a third candidate
who remains off stage, but his mention in the first act is the equivalent of
someone cleaning
a gun in the first
act, it will most
certainly go off by
the end.
Russell is assumed to be the
front runner, but
he soon discovers
that Cantwell is
willing to go to
any lengths to secure the nomination for himself.
Russell is informed that his
medical history,
which includes
some mental illness, will be released unless he
withdraws from
the election.
Soon Russell
is faced with a dilemma. He has received information
about
Cantwell's past,
which includes a
possible homosexual encounter
while he was in
the army. If they
threaten
Cantwell's camp
that they will release the information, it will prevent
his medical history from being released.

Unlike Cantwell, Russell struggles
with whether or not to release the information. He has, in his career, made
it his responsibility to raise the awareness of the electorate. He is an idealist and cannot conceive of doing
something so lowly. He is at one point
described as "a superior man of the
sort we don't get very often in politics.'' His decision becomes the crux

Playbill for Gore Vidal's, "The Best Man."
of the play.
The play has a supporting cast of
talented women. Elizabeth Ashley
("Evening Shade") plays Sue-Ellen

Gamadge, a party committeewoman
who is there to teach the candidates
what the women voter's want. She
warns Cantwell that it will not help
him to point out Russell's womanizing, in contrast to his own happy marriage, because "it only gets sympathy"
for Russell. It is an interesting foreshadowing of our political experiences
of the last few years.
The play is rich in entertaining performances, the
highlight being Charles
Durning as the dying president. He's a lovable old alcoholic grump, who wants to
leave the country in good
hands. Durning's presence
makes the insecurity that everyone around him feels all
the more believable. He
adds extra stress to the candidates by dangling in front
of them his possible endorsement, though he isn't really
sure that he could support
either of them.
The similarities between
now and then make this play
a truly interesting and timely
experience. The all star cast
of supporting characters is
truly impressive, but overall
it is a night of light theater.
Gore Vidal is a man with
family ties to the presidency.
He was the stepbrother of
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis
and is a distant cousin of
Vice President Al Gore, so
one could assume he knows
what he is talking about. The
play's director Ethan
McSweeny makes his
Broadway debut with this
play and with the blessing of
its writer. Vidal, he says, told him "The
only thing that makes it funny is if it's
absolutely real."

A valuable lesson
in retail
Continued from pg. 14
long, corporate America shifted to
khakis and knit shirts at least one day
of the week, which we know as "casual Friday."
It began to seem that not only
were dress up clothes no longer a
popular thing but also good taste.
Millions of Americans sank into
sloppiness, and on February 20,
1995 the cover of "Newsweek"
blared the headline "Have We Become a Nation of Slobs?" As a result America's fine boutiques suffered the fate as well as European
designers.
In April of 1997 Ralph Lauren
said, "I don't respect Tommy
Hilfiger as a designer. Everything
he did he got from me. He has nothing new today." That following July,
Ralph Lauren took ownership of the
American Flag for $13 million. It
was a sweet moment for Lauren,
American fashion's first billionaire,
to give back to the land that had

given him so many opportunities.
With fashion's new condensed
time frame, new designer brands
came and went in a hurry. In the fall
of 1998, Banana Republic draped itself in suede. The Gap organization
designed the way that it knows best,
advertising in magazines and on television with ads with the caption:
"Banana Republic. Suede."
Agins tells the reader "Banana
Republic had effectively turned
suede into what's known in retailing
parlance as a 'category killer' by creating such a demand that suede merchandise alone drew thousands of
shoppers into the store."
Teri Agins believes that the end
of fashion has led straight to the Gap,
which has mastered a modern way
of marketing clothes: "give the lady
what she wants." To borrow a 1998
cover line from "Fortune" magazine:
"Gap Gets It." Which means the
shoppers get it, too.

HAVING A

GREAT TEACHERITS AS IMPORTANT AS BEING ONE

If you want to change lives, we have a few things to teach you.
Fordham is the only institution in New York City accredited by
the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education and
offers 40+ masters and doctoral options in Curriculum and
Teaching, School Leadership and Psychology. Our flexible class
schedules, convenient Lincoln Center and Westchester
campuses, and distinctive education in the Jesuit tradition
can help you reach your goals ... and maybe even set some
new ones, www.fordham.edu/gse

For more information about
our programs call the Office
of Admission at 212-636-6400
or visit our website at
www.fordharn.edu/gse
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Cheers for the cheerleaders
To the Editor:
I want to publically acknowledge and thank the Fairfield
University Band and Cheerleaders for their outstanding
effort this past year. All indicators point toward this year
as being equally as excellent. Seemingly without effort,
these two groups come together to combine their talents in
a common goal. They inspire and entertain us; thus creating a powerful driving force for school spirit. I have witnessed the commradery between these groups and found it
mutally strong and supportive. Working together they strive
valiantly to master the new challenges and complex routines required of them. Each success surpasses previous
efforts raising their bar of excellence. Fairfield University
should be proud of these students and consider itself fortunate to be represented by such a fine group of individuals.
If everyone takes a moment to show his appreciation, maybe
collectively we can build a tribute equal to their contribution

-

Sincerely,
Michael Dishey

Editorial &
A dm in istra tio n
Professor puts Pipeline to the test
To the Editor:
I would like to offer a more qualified endorsement of Campus Pipeline than was offered by
Mary Kleps and Kevin Clancy in "Surfing the
Campus Pipeline" (11/2/00). I have used Campus Pipeline extensively this semester with the
students in my computer-enhanced section of EN
11. During that time I have noticed that Campus
Pipeline has some strengths-but also several
shortcomings.
Two features work well and are likely to be
helpful to faculty members in their teaching. Because the program automatically creates an email
distribution list, it is easy for a faculty member
to send email to the class as a whole or to selected students. It is also easy to add links to
Websites to the course page created for a class.
That feature should be particularly attractive to
faculty who are just beginning to use Web resources in their courses.
However, Campus Pipeline falls short in other
areas. The email distribution list is valuable only
to instructors. Students cannot send email to other
members of the class without going through quite
a tedious process of entering each name and email
account in a separate page in the "Address Book."
When there are twenty or thirty students in a

course, this is a significant deterrent. (This design feature suggests a "top-down" view of education, which assumes that only faculty-not students-have useful information to share with others in the course.)
The "threaded discussion" feature of Campus
Pipeline has a cluttered and distracting interface
which hinders its effectiveness. While I have used
computer-mediated conferencing with students
successfully in the past (and have published an
article on the subject), I have not used this feature in Campus Pipeline because I found it cumbersome.
I cannot offer an assessment of the online chat
feature for courses. It was not working on the
day that my students tried it in class.
Others have pointed out larger concerns with
the Campus Pipeline system-the potential loss of
student privacy and the marrying of commercial
and academic interests. I had hoped that, having..
given up such valuable things, we would get a
wonderful program in return. Instead, I would
give Campus Pipeline a C+.
Sincerely,
Betsy A. Bowen,
Associate Professor of English

Pranks or Prison?
To the Editor:
I have accepted that the Class of 2004 is the
largest in Fairfield's history. What I have been
unable to accept is the lack of maturity that exists
among some of the freshmen. This Halloween, a
good time was had by many of the students as
they threw eggs out of windows or pranked some
random student. But the question must be asked,
when does a practical joke go too far? Maybe the
answer is when the Fairfield Police Department
becomes involved and charges an innocent student, who has been under much emotional and
mental stress for an entire semester, with fraud
and larceny.
Now what kind of sick scenario have I just
described? Maybe the one that has decided to
rear its ugly head in my direction and force my
semester to turn from a roller coaster ride to a
direct decent to hell.
Some of the, please pardon the extreme sarcasm with which I write, "mature" freshmen of
Fairfield decided to dress up as the Dead Presidents for Halloween. Very clever idea. For those
of you who do not know, the Dead Presidents were
bank robbers. Thus these freshmen decided to
create counterfeit hundred dollar bills with which
to stuff their bags with, also very clever. What is
not clever, however, is the handing of this money
to a student who has already lost a hundred dollars and is in desperate need of funds to pay for
his car, and who has had a semester resembling
the third plane of hell from Dante's "Inferno."
This hundred dollar bill is accepted by the student and doesn't bother to give it a really good
inspection because he is emotionally distraught
over girlfriend problems and because he is unsure of how much longer his grandmother will be

alive. So he just walks away.
Two hours later this same student walks into a
computer repair store and pays for the repairs in
cash, including the fraudulent hundred dollar bill.
What are the end results of this story? The emotionally unstable student who used the fake money
to pay for his computer ends up being charged
with larceny in the fourth degree and fraud.
Maybe I have a more acute sense of morals
«

When does a practicaljoke go too
far? Maybe the answer is when
the Fairfield Police Department
becomes involved and charges
an innocent student with fraud
and larceny.
than some, but does this sound like justice? In a
land of freedom and democracy, the understanding of the word justice seems to have slipped
through the cracks. Do they have any idea what
happened to the innocent student? Probably not.
Why? Because they think they are above the system. They think that they hold no accountability
in these events. They have the audacity to simply shrug it off, go out the next night, and get
drunk. I ask you this. Where is the accountability? How can students get away with possibly
ruining a student's life? How can this happen?
Sincerely,
David Hirx '03
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'pipes up about Pipeline
Estrada, presents the defense
To the Editor:
In a previous edition of The Mirror
(Thursday, October 26th), several students co-signed a letter to the editor and
commented on a wide range of technology services. Their letter raised some
valid questions about network utilization, and this is part of a debate that is
taking place at college campuses
throughout the country. However, their
letter also contained several
misperceptions and inaccuracies.abdut
Fairfield's network and about Campus
Pipeline.
Some students perceive that their tuition entitles them to unlimited bandwidth for accessing a wide range of
Internet services. This includes the ability to access any information. However,
unlimited access to the Internet and
guaranteed speed are not free commodities.
Real time access to the Internet is a
function of several factors. These include the amount of bandwith available
(the so-called size of the pipe connecting the campus to the Internet), the capacity of the network backbone, the
equipment that supports the connection
(e.g. routers, servers, wiring within
buildings), the network cards, and eventually the speed of the computer.
While we continue to enhance the
performance of the campus network and
all of its components, there appears to
be an insatiable demand for access and
speed that few campuses are able to
meet, let alone anticipate.
In a recent Internet discussion list,
colleagues from other university campuses in Connecticut shared comments
and strategies for trying to meet this
demand for bandwidth. At Fairfield, for
example, the number of Tl lines (high

speed data lines that connect the campus to the Internet) has doubled in the
past year to 2 for a total of 3 Mbps
(Megabits per second). This will
double again to 4 Tl lines by the end
of the semester, bringing the total capacity of our link to the Internet to 6
Mbps. At the same time we are planning to double the capacity again by
the end of the spring semester to 1012 Mbps.
Each time we expand this aspect of
our network, there is a temporary boost
to network speed and response time but
then the amount of MP3 downloads
increases to absorb any spare capacity. Just how insatiable is the demand
across the Internet?
At Yale University, a doctoral level
research institution with a user population that is more than double the size
of Fairfield, they have also increased
their capacity during the past year.
They have upgraded the bandwidth
from 3 to 9, to 15, and now to 27 Mbps.
Still, their network has experienced
a slowdown even at this new higher capacity. Their statistics indicate that the
slowdown was due primarily to MP3
downloads, even AFTER Yale blocked
Napster.
At Fairfield we are not willing to
ban Napster because we feel that only
some of the alleged copyright violations are valid. Instead, we have embarked on a fair allocation of resources,
balancing entertainment needs with
educational pursuits. This approach
reserves the greatest bandwidth for the
academic buildings, faculty offices,
classrooms and computer labs, especially during the primetime hours. We
continue to avoid placing restrictions
on access to any service on the Internet,

Vote at www.fairfieldmirror.com
, What concerns you the most about our campus?
■ Student/Beach Relations
■ Lack of student participation on campus
■ Construction
■ Housing options for next year
■ Student/Administration relationships
■Other
■ Nothing concerns me

but we do reserve the right to allocate bandwidth to support the primary mission of
the university.
As for Campus Pipeline' (CP), this is a
web portal service that the university acquired last fall. It was given to the university in exchange for the placement of advertising materials on certain areas of our
web pages. (CP is distributed for a license
fee of $150,000 without advertising, or
«

personally identifiable data collected by
Campus Pipeline" is protected using industry standard methods, such as
firewalls and Secure Socket Layers
(SSLs). Whenever personal information
is involved, such as when using credit
card numbers, the information is encrypted.
Comment: "The majority of faculty
voted against the use of Pipeline and that

Some students perceive that their tuition entitles
them to unlimited bandwidthfor accessing a wide
range ofInternet services. This includes the ability to access any information. However, unlimited access to the Internet and guaranteed speed
are not free commodities.

granted free to institutions that accept the
ads on selected web pages. Over 500 institutions have accepted the CP grant. We
have been informed that only 2 institutions
were still considering the $150,000 payment. However, CP was selected primarily because of CP's ability to be fully integrated with the university's SCT-managed BANNER Information System. Here
are some brief responses to the other questions posed about CP that need to be corrected:
Comment: "When you sign onto Pipeline they take a survey of our interest and
advertise to us accordingly."
Rebuttal: Setting up your profileT>n
campus pipeline is completely voluntary.
Choosing not to provide this information
will not affect the features available to you
or your access to Campus Pipeline.
Comment: "Should a university sponsored email program contain corporate
advertising aimed directly at the students?"
Rebuttal: CP recoups its development
investment by selling advertising within
the Campus Pipeline web pages. However,
according to Fairfield's agreement with the
vendor, "Campus Pipeline WILL NOT disclose individually identifiable information
about students for the purposes of sponsorship or advertising without the student's
explicit permission."
Comment: "To whom is our information being sold to?"
Rebuttal: CP does not transfer your personal information to any third party unless
a user has given Campus Pipeline explicit
permission to do so. CP users can always
change or delete the personal information
that they provided by editing their Personal
Profile in CP (i.e. the "My Pipeline" menu
tab).
Comment: "Furthermore, we are required to sign on using our social security
number, a login name that cannot be
changed and is sensitive personal information."
Rebuttal: The social security number is
used as an identifier that allows the CP user
to interface with the Banner system. All

—W
many still use their Fairl account."
Rebuttal: This is somewhat misleading. Last fall at a meeting of the General
Faculty, the majority of faculty present
voted (36 to 16) against the use of Campus Pipeline because they were opposed
to the inclusion of advertising. The number of faculty attending the meeting represented approximately 25 percent of the
faculty. As of mid-October, approximately 80 faculty have signed up to use
Campus Pipeline. As for using the Fairl
computer, there are other reasons for faculty and staff to continue to use Fairl.
Comment: "When an individual signs
on, their IP number is sent to the main
server, which then has the ability to
probe your computer for information."
Rebuttal: A network user is assigned
a different dynamic Internet Protocol
number (IP) by the campus network each
time a user connects to the network.
Therefore, the IP address changes each
time a user turns on their computer making it highly unlikely that these "dynamic" IP addresses can be tracked.
Also, CP uses a browser feature called
a "cookie" which are pieces of information that a web site transfers to your
computer's memory for record keeping
purposes. The cookie used by CP is not
saved on the hard disks of the computer,
nor does it contain any personal information.
While even the largest companies
(e.g. Microsoft) appear to have experienced some form of security breach, we
have taken several steps for safeguarding the information in BANNER and
Campus Pipeline* and we will continue
to strive to protect the security of personal information on behalf of students,
faculty and staff. A full statement on the
privacy policy for Campus Pipeline is
available when students log on to the
Fairfield University/CP home page.
Sincerely,
James Estrada
Vice President, Information Services
University Librarian
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As an upperclassman, where do you
want to live next year?
By Amy Torchen and Alysia Bruno

A townhouse because
"The Village" is beat.

The beach... we signed
our lease at the Jetty.
Alisyn Rogers '02

Jerry Cammarata '03

My friends and I are going
for a six person townhouse
because anything is better
than being stuck in Kostka
three years in a row.

/ want to live in an apartment because I like the fact
that they are new and you get
your own room.

Megan Ur '03

I am probably going to be
an RA again next year.
Jason Cummings '02

Casey Butterly'03

It would be ideal to live
at the beach, but realistically I hope to God I
get a townhouse and
not Kostka-Claver.

Anywhere not
on campus.
Dave Crandall '03

Caroline Casey '03

Do you have a question you'd like to see answered by your classmates?
If so, send your question to: 01_lrizzo@campus.fairfield.edu
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Amy's

HE sal<i

likes and gripes

Thumbs Up...

c*r

SHE saU
Who shou(4 fre rey^>oo5»t(e
for birth control?

...Thumbs Down
time to lace Up.

NY Marathon

First Chinese astronauts Up to the moon.

HE
Said
By Nick Tuffarelli

/ fret JFK never +o(4
Marilyn Monroe to
waft a hot jv»7note
whKe he went fnto
h?y yocfc draw.
In today's society, birth control
is a big issue. With this being election week, one of the pertinent issues has been the new abortion pill
and the belief that the next president of the United States will decide the future of abortion in this
country with his appointment of
justices to the Supreme Court. Despite abortion, which is not an effective and moral from of birth control, there are many different ways
to accomplish, what abortion does,
the prevention of the birth of an unwanted baby, much earlier on the
time line.
There are several ways to look
at who is responsible for birth control? Most guys measure how well
a night out went on whether they
got tail or not. Also, his friends
judge him on how many chicks he
picks up. Males usually tell stories
from the night before like a chief
with the rest of the tribe around him
listening attentively. They never
want to say that they were lying in
the sack next to some girl they met
and then had to put things on hold
while he reached under the bed,
he'll just get laughed at.
All guys also have a hero in the
"dating game" that they look up to.
For some it is the classic player such
as James Dean, Frank Sinatra, or
John F. Kennedy. In modern times
it could be Bill Bellamy from "How
to be a Player" or the guys from
"Swingers". But whomever it is, I
bet JFK never told Marilyn Monroe to wait a hot minute while he
went into his sock draw. Do you
think that maybe the greatest pimp
of them all, Wilt Chamberlain, worried about birth control over
100,000 times in his life? Come on!
Ultimately, a guy's responsibility is
to win "the game". Sometimes that
includes protecting oneself from
future surprises. No matter what
one does to protect oneself, one always needs to be "big pippin."
One*

SHE
Sat 4
By Jennifer Amenta

The fcey Is
in4M4ua(s should
be responsible for
+bet*se(ves*
I hate to admit it, and it makes me
cringe to even type it, but I've happened
upon from time to time in my life travels individuals of the opinion that birth
control is a woman's issue, (gasp!)
These same individuals often assert
therefore that men should really not be
responsible for that aspect of the physical relationship. Some men might feel
comfortable with the role of paying for
dinner and the bills and putting up with
female mood swings, but I think responsibility of birth control really ought to
be a joint consideration.
Yes women have babies, but they certainly do not make them alone. Any individual who does not want to become a
parent, regardless of gender should take
the initiative to protect themselves from
a possibly unwanted, life-altering mistake. All of this, of course, has to be considered along with concerns of STD's
and other such issues.
In an age of casual sex and non-committed encounters (no, I'm not going to
set the scene on this one), the issue of
responsibility and culpability for the consequences of those actions is certainly a
relevant one. It all seems to go together,
doesn't it? Being young, carefree (not
careless however), exuberant, having fun
and living life to it's fullest. What we
can't escape at any age is the accountability that must come with all decisions
we make - and not just regarding sex.
Of course, the consideration of birth
control might be different depending on
the type of relationship involved. A longterm relationship might include a discussion and agreement upon preventative
measures while a spur of the moment encounters might not.
The point is that the key to the question is responsibility, and regardless of
the duration of the relationship, individuals should be responsible for themselves.
If you're responsible for your own safety
and health, the problem really becomes
a non-issue now doesn't it?
Bottom line: protect yourself it's a
heck of a lot better to be safe than sorry.

burning Down.

Western Wildfires
Charlie's Angels

Up in the box office.

Britney's Stronger video oops..it's Down.
Dr. Dre

nothin' but an Up thang baby.

Broken Zippers
Millionaire Show

flying Down.
sign me Up.

President Clinton countDown to the end.

Fairfield's Top 10
Commandments
By Lori Rizzo
ONLINE EDITOR

10. Thou Shalt not indulge in the right to privacy.
9. Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's hard-earned
cash (But the tuition bills keep getting bigger).
8. Thou shalt not delight in the senses.
7. Thou shalt not delight in small round balls...the
ping-pong variety.
6. Thou shalt not desire fame-or even a famous
band on campus.
5. Thou shalt not expect a democracy.
4. Though shalt not be taken seriously by the
administration.
3. Though shalt not tap a keg.
2. Thou shalt not see him, only believe in his presence (Father Kelly, that is).
1. Thou shalt not park here.
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Finding a way to win
ByMatthewThompson
SPORTS EDITOR
With memories of a fourth quarter
loss to Duquesne in mid September slipping into their heads, the Stags battled
back from a four-point deficit in the final two minutes of the game on Saturday and came back to beat Marist 2117. As the last minutes of the fourth
quarter ticked away, the Stags put together a five play, 80-yard drive capped
off by a Mike Cerchio 17-yard touchdown pass to sophomore wide receiver
Evan Bishop to win the game.
Cerchio said solid play on both sides
ofthe ball was the key to the comeback
victory.
"It was a well played, hard fought
game. Maristplayedgreat. Theyplayed
their hearts out," Cerchio said. "Our defense was awesome, they kept us in the
game. The offense did what we had to
do. We went down the field and scored."
Only a sophomore, Cerchio showed
the poise of a veteran quarterback and
completed three of five passes for 49yards in the Stags game winning drive.
In the game, Cerchio was 15-for-30 passing for 203-yards and one touchdown
while rushingfor 59-yards on 15 carries.
Cerchio credited his performance to his
receiving core, especially Bishop on the
game winning score.
"Evan Bishop ran a comeback fade
and made a great catch. I saw he was
open right away because he made a great
move, setit up perfectly and madeagreat
grab," Cerchio said. "Evan, Andrew
Turf, Steve Hadley and Jason Cowley
were all making unbelievable catches all
game."
With the Stags up 21-17,Marist made
one last attempt to steal back the game.
Startingfiom their own 36-yard line, the

Red Foxes strung together a series of
plays and advanced the ball to the Fairfield 41 with under a minute remaining.
After a pair ofincomplete passes and a
sack byjunior linebacker Jim Duggan,
Marist was down to its final play. QuarterbackMikeQiartranddroppedbackin
the pocket lookingfor an open receiver,
but instead found Fairfield's junior linebacker John Barone who battled up the
middleand sacked Chartrand, sealingthe
win for Fairfield.
Barone and fellow linebacker Steve
Norrinieachhad 12 tackles for the Stags,
Norcini bumping his total to 68 on the
season and breaking the 300-mark in his
career. Senior defensive back Steve
Dogmanits, who leads Division I-AAin
interceptions, had one interception in the
game, his ninth pick in Fairfield's seven
games.
This Saturday, the Stags will host a
winless Canisius team. The Stags are
currently undefeated in their last 13
games on Alumni Field, and should easily handle the 0-8 Golden Griffins.
Cerchio says that he is confident with
the team's chances on Saturday and is
lookingforward to attacking the Griffin
defense.
"I'm pretty sure we're going to win,"
Cerchio said. "I know Canisius has one
of the best pass defenses in our conference right now, so it will be a personal
battle for me."
The game is the last home game of
the year for the Stags and Cerchio said
it should be an emotional one for the
team, especially the seniors.
"Its a special game for all the seniors.
It's their last home game here at Fairfield and the emotions will be ixinning
high," Cerchio said. "It should be a well
fought game, and I hope we come out
on top."

file photo: Sports Info
Runningback Adam Ferreri and the Stags moved to 5-2 on the season with
their comeback win over Marist

The Football team plays its final home game
this Saturday against Canisius at 1 p.m.

Men's soccer upset in MAAC Championship
By Colin Davis
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
On November 5th, something happened for the first time since September
16th. The Fairfield men's soccer team
lost. The Stags lost to Marist, 3-2 in the
second overtime of a tightly contesting
MAAC Championship game, where the
Stags narrowly missed defending their
1999 MAAC championship.
The Stags did not earn an automatic
selection to the NCAA tournament and
now await the selection process.
In the semi-finals of the MAAC tournament the Stags gained their final
MAAC victory ofthe season. The Stags
topped Rider 1-0, behind Justin
Thompson's game-winner in the 69th
minute. RogerNollrecordedyetanother
shutout with two saves. The shutout
gave Noll his ninth ofthe season, tying
him with Danny Glynn (1998) for the

2000 MAAC Championship
Fairfield
Marist
record of most shutouts recorded in a
season in Fairfield history.
Two days later, the Stags took the
field to defend their 1999 MAAC title
against the upstart Marist Red Foxes,
who knocked off tourney favorite,
Loyola who was previously undefeated
in 2000 MAAC games. Key saves by
both goaltenders kept this game tied at
nil at the half. Fairfield couldn't gain
the lead despite outshooting Marist 123 in the first half.
The floodgates opened briefly at the
69th minute, and over the next 13 minutes the two teams combined for four
goals. Marist's Patrick McCall opened

020 0--2
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the scoring, in the 69th minute, off of a
rebound. Fairfield managed to equalize
the score in the nine minutes later, as
Dave Mancini was pulled down in the
penalty box and Rob DeFaveri was able
to convert the penalty kick. Two minutes later, Marist took the lead back 21, as Brian Garafolo scored off of a rebound. But again, the resilient Stags
answered back,just two minutes later,
as Mark Dietz beat the Marist goalie to
the upper left corner in the 82nd minute.
The 2-2 tie stood until the 6th minute
of double overtime when Marist's Joe
Crespo crossed the ball deep into
Fairfield's penalty box and the ball

squeezed by FU goalie Roger Noll.
Marist's Sean Murphy was able to corral the ball and deposit it in Fairfield's
cage, giving No. 4 seed Marist the 2000
MAAC championship.
Fairfield's season may not end on this
overtime disappointment, however,
pending the NCCA tournament selections which will be made sometime this
week The Stags reached as high as No.
15 in the national poll this season, their
highest team ranking ever and finished
their competitve schedule with a 14-3-2
record.
Additional honors go to Adam Braz,
Aaron Kingi, Justin Thompson, and
Dave Mancini who were all named to
the All-MAAC First Team.
Sebastian Wojdaszka and Rob
DeFaveri were also honored, named to
the All-MAAC Second Team. Roger
Noll had an outstanding season in the
net, playing every minute of every game.

